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1000 Vocabularies (1-5)

1) Incongruity- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- अयो यता, बेतुकापन
English Meaning- the state of being incompatible.
Synonyms- incompatibility, disparity, dissimilarity, impropriety, anomaly
Antonyms- congruity, consistency, consonance, compatibility, affinity
Example Sentence- He has been discharged from his job because of his
incongruity working style.

2) Profound- (noun & adjective)

Hindi Meaning- गहरा, गाढ़ा
English Meaning- very intensely or deep.
Synonyms- severe, profound, esoteric, intense, laborious, weighty
Antonyms- mild, shallow, slight, light, casual, limited
Example Sentence- After he shares his profound thinking with me, I become
more serious about my future.

3) Rigour- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- कठोरता, ढ़ता
English Meaning- strictness.
Synonyms- hardness, harshness, severity, hardship, grimness
Antonyms- mildness, softness, resilience, delicacy, tenderness
Example Sentence- Government should make rigorous laws to control crime.

4) Deprivation- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- नुक़सान, हा न, गरीबी
English Meaning- lack of something necessary.
Synonyms- detriment, privation, loss, damage, neediness, forfeit
Antonyms- offering, benefit, gain, supply, profit
Example Sentence- Still, there are millions of people in the world who are
suffering from severe deprivation.

5) Consonance- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- तालमेल, सामंज य
English Meaning- having compatibility.
Synonyms- coherence, conformity, euphony, accordance, agreement
Antonyms- chaos, dissonance, difference, incompatibility, clash
Example Sentence- The consonance between captain and coach can make the
team great.
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1000 Vocabularies (6-10)

6) Consent- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- वीकृ त, अनुम त दे ना
English Meaning- permitting something.
Synonyms- accept, permission, sanction, agree, consent, allow, permit
Antonyms- disagree, differ, oppose, disapprove, denial, objection.
Example Sentence- Without taking any consent from the head of the
company, the manager took the wrong action.

7) Repatriation- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- वदे श लौटना
English Meaning- the return of your own country.
Synonyms- comeback, homecoming, return, restoration, rendition
Antonyms- exile, leave, depart, leaving
Example Sentence- The repatriation of talented people can solve many
problems in a country.

8) Hypothesis- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- प रक पना, अनुमान
English Meaning- a supposition made based on limited evidence.
Synonyms- guess, assumption, thesis, presumption, theory, belief
Antonyms- fact, evidence, reality, proof
Example Sentence- The engineer’s wrong hypothesis causes weak
construction.

9) Concurrence- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- सहम त, मेल
English Meaning- two or more events are happening at the same time.
Synonyms- acceptance, consensus, consent, concord, agreement,
Antonyms- dissent, difference, objection, rejection, conflict
Example Sentence- Every year, class 10th exam starts in concurrence with the
class 12th exam.

10) Shenanigans- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- छल कपट
English Meaning- fraudulent activity
Synonyms- trick, caper, antic, mischief, Manoeuvre, rascality
Antonyms- honesty, ignorance, truth, simplicity, sincerity
Example Sentence- The Politician was involved in financial shenanigans.
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1000 Vocabularies (11-15)

11) Vacillate- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- न य न कर पाना, हचकना, डगमगाना
English Meaning- a state of confusion.
Synonyms- wobble, fluctuate, hesitate, alternate, waver, seesaw, stumble
Antonyms- persist, plunge, remain, determine, persevere, abide
Example Sentence- When he saw different designs of shoes, he vacillated
between buying a perfect pair of shoes.

12) Abstain- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- बचना, परहेज रखना
English Meaning- restrain from doing something.
Synonyms- avoid, desist, decline, refuse, eschew, refrain, reject
Antonyms- accept, taste, try, attempt, enter, commit
Example Sentence- Pilots must abstain from alcohol for 24 hours before
flying.

13) Scruple- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- संदेह, झझखना, संकोच, आशंका होना
English Meaning- a feeling of hesitation.
Synonyms- hesitate, demur, doubt, uncertainty, vacillate, stickle
Antonyms- determine, decide, choose, persist, abide
Example Sentence- I always scruple when I ask my parents for money.

14) Astound- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- भयभीत करना, च कत करना, अचं भत करना
English Meaning- to surprise.
Synonyms- stun, stagger, shock, amaze, overwhelm, astonish
Antonyms- bore, annoy, sluggish, dull, fatigue
Example Sentence- Akshay Kumar’s performance in 2.0 movie astounded
everyone.

15) Tarnish- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- कलंक त करना, ध बा, कलंक, धू मल करना
English Meaning- damage or fade something.
Synonyms- defame, stain, dirty, defile, pollute, harm, injure
Antonyms- brighten, polish, improve, purify, honour, dignify, glorify
Example Sentence- His crimes tarnished his family reputation.
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1000 Vocabularies (16-20)

16) Oblivion- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- गुमनामी, भुल कड़ी, व मृ त
English Meaning- something which is forgotten.
Synonyms- forgetfulness, disregard, nothingness, limbo, nonexistence
Antonyms- heed, awareness, mindfulness, remember, consciousness
Example Sentence- The movie put me in such a state of oblivion that I forgot
to complete my homework.

17) Butcher- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- कसाई, ह या करना
English Meaning- a person whose trade is cutting up meat.
Synonyms- slaughter, murderer, perpetrator, massacre, murderer, killer
Antonyms- create, birth, renaissance, accomplish, origin, Genesis
Example Sentence- Some people don’t like to visit the meat market to see the
butcher.

18) Proscribe- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- दे श से नकालना, याग करना
English Meaning- outlaw something.
Synonyms- outlaw, prohibit, ban, disallow, exclude, denounce
Antonyms- approve, accredit, allow, permit
Example Sentence- They are proscribed by federal law from owning guns.

19) Ragtag- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- न न वग, छछोरे, आवारे
English Meaning- disorganised.
Synonyms- villainy, roguery, heedless, negligent
Antonyms- attentive, prudent, kind, watchful, mindful
Example Sentence- A ragtag group of people always tarnish society.

20) Slant- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- तरछा करना, तरछापन, तरछा, झुकाव
English Meaning- a sloping position.
Synonyms- inclination, angle, tilt, slope, bend, twist, decline
Antonyms- straighten, level, even, flooring
Example Sentence- A slanted mountainside makes it easier to track for the
mountain climbers.
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1000 Vocabularies (21-25)

21) Glean- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- बटोरना, बीनना
English Meaning- gather Something from various sources.
Synonyms- obtain, gather, harvest, extract, collect, deduce, earn
Antonyms- spread, dispose of, distribute, sow
Example Sentence- People are reacting to fake news gleaned from an
unauthorized source.

22) Proviso- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- तबंध, शत
English Meaning- a condition attached to an agreement.
Synonyms- condition, prerequisite, stipulation, onerous, clause, caveat
Antonyms- disorder, optional, volition
Example Sentence- Two companies always make a deal with some proviso.

23) Ludicrous- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- ऊटपटांग, उपहासपूण, बेतुका
English Meaning- Something weird or absurd
Synonyms- laughable, nonsensical, idiotic, absurd, ridiculous, foolish, stupid
Antonyms- prudent, intelligent, logical, solemn, reasonable, believable
Example Sentence- His ludicrous statements are entertainment sources for
people.

24) Succinct- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- सं त, छोटा
English Meaning- Something expressed briefly
Synonyms- concise, short, brief, summary, abbreviated, terse
Antonyms- lengthy, long, redundant, enlarged, prolonged
Example Sentence- An ideal speech should be succinct and to the point.

25) Adhesive- (noun & adjective)

Hindi Meaning- चपकने वाला, ग द
English Meaning- Something sticky
Synonyms- gummy, tenacious, glutinous, gooey, gluey, glue
Antonyms- separated, loose, incoherent
Example Sentence- I'm not too fond of the adhesive hair products which feel
sticky.
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1000 Vocabularies (26-30)

26) Predator- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- द रदा, परभ ी, लूट मार करने वाला
English Meaning- An organism that naturally preys on others
Synonyms- killer, marauder, vulture, hunter, rapacious, buzzard
Antonyms- vegetarian, herbivore, victim
Example Sentence- The eagle is a predator that eats dead animals, which
helps to keep the earth clean.

27) Indecorous- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- गंदा, अभ , अमया दत
English Meaning- Something inappropriate.
Synonyms- immodest, improper, unseemly, indecent, inappropriate
Antonyms- decent, relevant, respectable, relevant, appropriate, decorous
Example Sentence- The behaviour of the corrupt policeman was indecorous
with the innocent man.

28) Peculiar- (noun & adjective)

Hindi Meaning- अनोखा, असामा य
English Meaning- Something unusual.
Synonyms- bizarre, strange, unusual, weird, queer, eccentric, freakish
Antonyms- familiar, common, normal, general, usual
Example Sentence- The Statue of Unity is a peculiar destination for tourists.

29) Muster- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- इक ा करना, गनती
English Meaning- gather together.
Synonyms- collect, congregate, meet, gather, summon, collection, mobilize.
Antonyms- separate, adjourn, disperse, division, terminate.
Example Sentence- The farmers were mustered to protest against the
government policy.

30) Chaotic- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- अ त त, वशृंखल
English Meaning- a state of disorder.
Synonyms- jumbled, turbulent, disorganised, disordered, messy, lawless
Antonyms- orderly, organised, systematic, calm, quiet, arranged.
Example Sentence- Markets are the most chaotic places in India.
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1000 Vocabularies (31-35)

31) Perfidious- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- व ासघाती, नमकहराम
English Meaning- disloyal person.
Synonyms- dishonest, traitorous, disloyal, deceitful, unfaithful, recreant,
Antonyms- devoted, trustworthy, reliable, loyal, dependable
Example Sentence- After his perfidious act, his friends made a distance from
him.

32) Pervasive- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- ापक, फैलनेवाला
English Meaning- something is spreading widely.
Synonyms- universal, widespread, prevalent, omnipresent, broad
Antonyms- narrow, finite, collective, limited, moderate, enclosed, confined.
Example Sentence- In many countries, corruption is a pervasive issue that is
weakening the economic condition.

33) Chaperone- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- संर का, सहचरी
English Meaning- a person who watches and ensures the safety of another
Synonyms- usher, escort, convoy, guard, shepherd, safeguard, guardian
Antonyms- abandon, jejune, quit, leave, neglect, threat.
Example Sentence- Every mother chaperoned her children at all times.

34) Conscientious- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- ईमानदार, कत न
English Meaning- duty well.
Synonyms- careful, honest, heedful, cautious, reliable, ethical, faithful, moral
Antonyms- lazy, careless, unscrupulous, dishonest, immoral, unjust, corrupt
Example Sentence- Every company likes conscientious workers.

35) Extradite- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- अपराधी को य पत करना
English Meaning- hand over a criminal to the police of a jurisdiction
Synonyms- expel, banish, deport, exclude, exile, exclude, outlaw, surrender
Antonyms- hold, capture, shelter, keep
Example Sentence- Because so many countries wanted to prosecute the
woman, it wasn't easy to decide where to extradite her.
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1000 Vocabularies (36-40)

36) Conundrum- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- पहेली, सम या
English Meaning- a puzzling and difficult problem.
Synonyms- puzzle, enigma, mystery, mystification, brainteaser
Antonyms- obviousness, clarify, solution, explanation, illustrate
Example Sentence- Solving maths is a difficult conundrum for the students
who are preparing for various exams.

37) Adhere- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- पालन करना, ढ़ रहना, चपकना, वफादार होना
English Meaning- stick to a factor and follow something rigorously
Synonyms- obey, stick to, embrace, persist, stick, hold, bind
Antonyms- apart, vacillate, loosen, alienate, detach, disobey
Example Sentence- There are millions of people in the world who do not
adhere to any religion.

38) Nullify- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- र करना, अमा य ठहराना
English Meaning- make no use of something legally
Synonyms- invalidate, cancel, revoke, abolish, quash, void, annul, repeal
Antonyms- ratify, validate, confirm, sanction, legalise, affirm, support
Example Sentence- New Government is trying to nullify the decisions of the
previous Government.

39) Susceptible- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- आसानी से भा वत होने वाला, हणशील, अ तसंवेदनशील, भावुक
English Meaning- likely to be influenced.
Synonyms- vulnerable, sensitive, tractable, flexible, pliable, delicate
Antonyms- strong, resistant, unbeatable, vigorous
Example Sentence- Drinking more soft drinks will be susceptible to diabetes.

40) Apparent- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- कट,
, यमान
English Meaning- seeming prominent or visible.
Synonyms- clear, visible, apparent, evident, distinct, transparent, noticeable
Antonyms- covert, unclear, dubious, cryptic, indistinct
Example Sentence- Because of exam pressure nowadays, my friend gets
angry without any apparent reason.
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1000 Vocabularies (41-45)

41) Concede- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- वीकार करना, कबूल करना
English Meaning- admit something true after first denying it.
Synonyms- accept, admit, grant, allow, surrender, confess, agree, accede
Antonyms- reject, deny, dispute, dissent, fight, refute, disapprove, disallow
Example Sentence- After the third-degree torture by the police, the criminal
concedes his crime.

42) Diverge- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- भ होना, छतरना
English Meaning- separate and go in a different direction.
Synonyms- separate, differ, deviate, split, dissent, diverge, digress, desert
Antonyms- coincide, join, concur, meet, associate, add, assent, blend, attend
Example Sentence- I was confused about choosing the exact route because
the road diverged into several routes.

43) Escort- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- मागर ण करना, अनुर क दल
English Meaning- a person or group is accompanying another for protection.
Synonyms- usher, convoy, guide, accompany, lead, companion, protector
Antonyms- neglect, drop, neglect, leave, betrayer, assaulter, deceive
Example Sentence- The police were assigned to escort the pilgrims, to deal
with any security threat.

44) Etiquette- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- श ाचार, तहज़ीब
English Meaning- polite behaviour in society.
Synonyms- manners, politeness, courtesy, decency, propriety, dignity
Antonyms- discourtesy, rudeness, indecency, misbehaviour, impropriety
Example Sentence- His etiquette won millions of hearts.

45) Courteous- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- वन , भ , शालीन
English Meaning- polite in manner.
Synonyms- respectful, humble, gentle, gracious, mannerly, polite, gracious
Antonyms- harsh, disrespectful, uncivil, rude, outrageous, ungracious, insolent
Example Sentence- Dr A. P. J. Abdul Kalam was known for his courteous
personality.
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1000 Vocabularies (46-50)

46) Superfluity- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- अ धकता, अ य धकता
English Meaning- an unnecessary excess amount of something.
Synonyms- overflow, abundance, surplus, excess, plethora, extravagance
Antonyms- shortage, deficiency, lack, inadequacy, need, deficit, insufficiency
Example Sentence- We should avoid anything superfluous in our life.

47) Elicit- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- नकालना, ा त करना
English Meaning- bring out
Synonyms- extract, educe, provoke, evoke, fetch, derive, kindle, obtain
Antonyms- detain, repress, cover, keep, abduct, append, amalgamate
Example Sentence- His parents were trying to elicit the truth from his son.

48) Figurehead- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- नाममा का शासक, क पत सरदार
English Meaning- a puppet without real power.
Synonyms- mouthpiece, puppet, dummy, so-called, tool
Antonyms- backside, big fish, commander, the main person
Example Sentence- Dr Manmohan Singh was denounced as a figurehead PM.

49) Burrow- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- बल खोदना, मांद
English Meaning- to dig to make a hole.
Synonyms- den, hovel, tunnel, dig, hole, undermine, mine, hollow, sap, scoop
Antonyms- fill, cover, apply, provide, place, include, expand
Example Sentence- The rabbit tried to burrow himself down in the ground so
that the fox wouldn't catch him.

50) Conflation- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- स म ण, मलना
English Meaning- merging of two or more sets of things.
Synonyms- amalgam, combination, fusion, merger, mixture, incorporation
Antonyms- isolation, separation, detachment, parting, disconnection
Example Sentence- The conflation of lemon and honey with water, makes it a
healthy drink.
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1000 Vocabularies (51-55)

51) Enrage- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- ो धत करना
English Meaning- to make someone very angry.
Synonyms- anger, irritate, annoy, infuriate, provoke, exacerbate, arouse, nettle
Antonyms- soothe, please, assuage, appease, calm, comfort, relieve, satisfy
Example Sentence- His coming to home late at night, makes his parents
enraged.

52) Bout- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- मुकाबला, मु केबाज़ी तयो गता
English Meaning- a short period of something unpleasant.
Synonyms- contest, battle, game, match, competition, encounter, attack, fight
Antonyms- Concord, trail, stagnation, Concord
Example Sentence- The boxer who will handle the pressure properly will win
the final bout.

53) Caprice- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- सनक, मौज, उमंग
English Meaning- a sudden change of mood or behaviour.
Synonyms- humour, whimsy, freak, mood, vagary, caprice, blatancy, wave
Antonyms- constancy, constant, permanence, dependability
Example Sentence- His caprices made his friend’s life difficult.

54) Emanate- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- नकलना
English Meaning- to come out or emit.
Synonyms- emerge, exhale, issue, flow, originate, discharge, rise, begin, pour.
Antonyms- absorb, take, accept, eat up, conceal
Example Sentence- Chemical water emanates from Factories and mix with the
river, causing water pollution.

55) Trumpet- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- ढढोरा पीटना, घो षत करना, तुरही
English Meaning- proclaim widely
Synonyms- herald, broadcast, advertise, announce, proclaim, publicise, extol
Antonyms- conceal, secret, hide, silence, muteness, privacy
Example Sentence- The cricket team trumpeted its victory in the city.
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1000 Vocabularies (56-60)

56) Electrocute- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- बजली से मर जाना
English Meaning- to die by electricity.
Synonyms- punish, kill, put to death, lynch, assassinate, guillotine, murder
Antonyms- support, recover, revive, save, protect, safeguard
Example Sentence- Many electricians electrocute due to lack of safeness.

57) Annihilate- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- संहार करना, मटा दे ना, जड़ से मटाना
English Meaning- destroy utterly.
Synonyms- eliminate, eradicate, destroy, demolish, abolish, ruin, erase, annul
Antonyms- build, establish, revive, constitute, create, promote
Example Sentence- The farmers use Insecticide to annihilate the insects from
the crops.

58) Cluster- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- समूह, इक ा करना
English Meaning- a group of similar things.
Synonyms- bunch, gather, collection, group, collection, bundle, aggregate
Antonyms- isolation, individual, break, one, disperse, spread
Example Sentence- The cluster of illegal weapons seized by the Police in the
forest.

59) Clobber- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- पीटना, मारना
English Meaning- hit someone strongly.
Synonyms- smash, batter, strike, drub, beat, hit, attack, punch, knock
Antonyms- uphold, praise, appreciate, promote, defend, assist, upraise
Example Sentence- The crowd of people clobbered the thief in the market
without informing the Police.

60) Disquiet- (verb and adjective)

Hindi Meaning- बेचैनी, अशांत, घबराहट
English Meaning- a feeling of worry.
Synonyms- disturb, trouble, anxiety, upset, embarrass, agitate, discomfort
Antonyms- comfort, please, ease, peace, easiness, coolness, patience, relief
Example Sentence- The novel is a tense thriller that will disquiet the reader.
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1000 Vocabularies (61-65)

61) Spearhead- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- पहल करनेवाला, अगुआई करना
English Meaning- to lead an event.
Synonyms- forefront, pioneer, head, vanguard, spearpoint, innovator
Antonyms- inheritor, successor, destroyer
Example Sentence- The company has hired a marketing service provider who
will spearhead the marketing segment.

62) Admonish- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- ध कारना, चेतावनी दे ना
English Meaning- to warn strongly.
Synonyms- caution, warn, forewarn, scold, reproach, castigate, alert, criticize
Antonyms- laud, praise, compliment, applaud, support, flatter, hail, encourage
Example Sentence- The teacher has admonished the student who is always
absent from the class.

63) Remunerate- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- पा र मक दे ना
English Meaning- pay for services rendered.
Synonyms- reimburse, compensate, redress, repay, payment, refund, atone
Antonyms- take, charge, seize, due, penalise, punish, censure
Example Sentence- The owner of the company does not remunerate his
workers fairly.

64) Procurement- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- ा त, उपल
English Meaning- the action of obtaining something.
Synonyms- purchase, attainment, acquisition, obtainment, acquirement
Antonyms- sale, provide, allot, outflow, delivery, consumption
Example Sentence- The Indian Air Force is going to procure several aircraft to
increase the strength.

65) Concomitant- (noun & adjective)

Hindi Meaning- जुड़ा आ, सहचारी
English Meaning- naturally accompanying.
Synonyms- incidental, coincident, concurrent, attendant, simultaneous
Antonyms- independent, unrelated, accidental, antecedent, separate
Example Sentence- The audience was surprised after seeing the concomitant
performance of the performer.
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1000 Vocabularies (66-70)

66) Staunch- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- न ावान, क र, ढ़, अटल
English Meaning- very committed in attitude.
Synonyms- determined, tenacious, tireless, stanch, firm, loyal, steadfast
Antonyms- disloyal, unreliable, faithless, insecure, unbelieving, unsafe
Example Sentence- He is a staunch fan of Virat Kohli, that’s why he always
watches his batting.

67) Scepticism- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- संदेहवाद, अ व ास
English Meaning- doubtful attitude.
Synonyms- distrust, suspicion, doubt, mistrust, wariness, cynicism, hesitation
Antonyms- trustfulness, credence, definiteness, confidence, belief, conviction
Example Sentence- Scepticism is becoming one of the biggest problems in
youths.

68) Persuasive- (noun & adjective)

Hindi Meaning- भावपूण, ेरणा
English Meaning- believe something through reasoning.
Synonyms- powerful, inspiring, effective, impressive, influential, weighty
Antonyms- discouraging, groundless, disheartening, fragile, mumbling
Example Sentence- His persuasive speech made me motivated.

69) Valiant- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- बहा र, साहसी
English Meaning- showing courage.
Synonyms- gallant, brave, courageous, heroic, fearless, bold, valorous
Antonyms- scary, afraid, coward, shy, timorous, nervous, horrified, terrible
Example Sentence- MC Mary Kom is one of the most valiant women boxers
whom India has ever produced.

70) Reassert- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- पु करना, ढ़तापूवक सामने रखना
English Meaning- saying something firmly.
Synonyms- reaffirm, affirm, confirm, reassertion, restate, corroborate
Antonyms- disclaim, deny, distressing, reject, repudiate
Example Sentence- He speaks loudly to reassert his statements.
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1000 Vocabularies (71-75)

71) Triumph- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- सफलता, वजय ा त करना
English Meaning- a victory or achievement.
Synonyms- victory, glory, succeed, win, conquer, overcome, dominate
Antonyms- failure, flop, defeat, forfeit, disaster, loss, setback, letdown
Example Sentence- The whole nation has started a celebration after the
triumph of its team.

72) Conflict- (noun & verb)

Hindi Meaning- टकराव, संघष करना
English Meaning- a serious disagreement.
Synonyms- clash, fight, combat, battle, disagreement, dispute, hostilities, differ
Antonyms- cooperation, cooperation, Concord, accord, consensus, congruity
Example Sentence- Because of the conflict, thousands of people died in
African nations.

73) Remonstrate- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- वरोध करना, आप करना
English Meaning- to complain or criticise someone about something.
Synonyms- protest, argue, object, disapprove, complain, dispute, admonish
Antonyms- accept, allow, confess, consider, admit, tolerate
Example Sentence- The students remonstrated against poor school
management.

74) Demonstrate- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- दशन करना, द शत करना
English Meaning- to prove something by showing a practical exhibition.
Synonyms- exhibit, display, manifest, illustrate, show, reveal, explain
Antonyms- conceal, hide, refute, cover, veil, confound.
Example Sentence- He has demonstrated his project in the science exhibition.

75) Obligation- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- कत , एहसान, आभार
English Meaning- a duty or commitment.
Synonyms- gratitude, promise, responsibility, onus, pledge, accountability
Antonyms- choice, dispute, option, license
Example Sentence- We should follow our national obligation to make our
country great.
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76) Exaggerate- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- बढ़ा चढ़ाकर कहना
English Meaning- saying something beyond the limits.
Synonyms- magnify, overstate, hyperbolize, overestimate, expand, exacerbate
Antonyms- belittle, devalue, reduce, understate, minimise, underrate
Example Sentence- The teacher always exaggerates to explain the chapter
adequately.

77) Downpour- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- मूसलधार बा रश
English Meaning- heavy rain.
Synonyms- torrent, rainstorm, flood, monsoon, rainstorm, shower, rainfall
Antonyms- sprinkle, light rain, drizzle, drought
Example Sentence- Because of the downpour, the city is facing an awful flood.

78) Obstruct- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- बाधा डालना
English Meaning- to block.
Synonyms- impede, block, prevent, stop, hinder, prohibit, restrain, hamper
Antonyms- assist, support, help, aid, promote, favour, allow, boost, benefit
Example Sentence- Police arrested the protesters who were trying to obstruct
the traffic.

79) Hefty- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- मोट , ह ा-क ा
English Meaning- large and heavy.
Synonyms- tough, massive, hard, ponderous, muscular, powerful, robust
Antonyms- thin, small, lightweight, slight, mini, weak, slim, delicate, low
Example Sentence- The hefty hammer can break hard rocks.

80) Impute- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- दोष लगाना, लांछन लगाना
English Meaning- blame someone.
Synonyms- blame, impeach, condemn, intimate, complain, censure, reproach
Antonyms- help, defend, guard, exonerate, exempt, absolve
Example Sentence- The people who always impute others, are the people who
never accept their mistakes.
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81) Showdown- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- नणायक मुठभेड़
English Meaning- Final battle.
Synonyms- clash, conflict, encounter, confrontation, climax, hostility, fight
Antonyms- negotiation, settlement, agreement, peacemaking, appeasing
Example Sentence- Before their showdown, all players join their hands.

82) Chromosome- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- गुणसू
English Meaning- carrying genetic information in the form of genes.
Synonyms- factor, gene, heredity, genetics, endowment
Antonyms- totality, sum, amalgam, result
Example Sentence- The genetic difference between a male and a female is a Y
chromosome.

83) Realm- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- े
English Meaning- a field or domain.
Synonyms- area, region, domain, province, territory, field, zone, range, circle
Antonyms- estate, federation, metropolitan
Example Sentence- Because he is not familiar with the realm of technology, he
should not talk any wrong about this.

84) Stipulate- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- त ा करना, शत लगाना
English Meaning- to insist upon something as a condition of an agreement.
Synonyms- a bargain, contract, promise, condition, provide, establish
Antonyms- brazen, imply, audacious, conflict, debate, egotistic
Example Sentence- I generally avoid buying items that stipulate dry cleaning
only.

85) Amend- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- संशोधन करना
English Meaning- improve something.
Synonyms- reform, improve, revise, amend, repair, correct, rectify, upgrade
Antonyms- deteriorate, debase, degrade, humiliate, worsen, corrupt, impair
Example Sentence- He has given an application to his office to amend the
wrong spelling of his name.
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86) Maternity- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- मातृ व
English Meaning- motherhood.
Synonyms- pregnancy, motherhood, origin, gestation
Antonyms- paternity, novelisation, fatherhood
Example Sentence- She is a woman with a great interest in maternity.

87) Entitlement- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- अ धकार, सरकार सम थत अनुदान
English Meaning- having a right to something.
Synonyms- authority, license, right, privilege, permission, allowance, allotment
Antonyms- ban, exclusion, prohibition, restriction, restraint, rejection
Example Sentence- The government has given him an entitlement to open a
shop in the city center.

88) Tranche- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- अंश, शेयर का ह सा
English Meaning- a portion of the money.
Synonyms- slice, portion, piece, chunk, share, wedge
Antonyms- emit, entirety, whole, combine, aggregate, gather
Example Sentence- The investor is willing to take back his tranche from the
company.

89) Retrench- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- छटनी करना, घटाना
English Meaning- reduce something.
Synonyms- cut down, reduce, decrease, curtail, slash, abridge, deduct, crop
Antonyms- expand, augment, amplify, enlarge, multiply, widen, broadening
Example Sentence- The CEO of the company has announced to retrench some
workers from the company.

90) Derogation- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- अनादर, अपमान
English Meaning- the treatment of someone or something as being of little
worth
Synonyms- disgrace, depreciation, obloquy, debasement, dishonour
Antonyms- dignify, flattery, hyperbole, expansion, glorification, heighten
Example Sentence- He could not tolerate the derogation of his companion.
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91) Immigrate- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- परदे श म बसना
English Meaning- Permanently live in a foreign country.
Synonyms- come in, transmigrate, arrive, infiltrate, move in, resettle
Antonyms- emigrate, depart, displace, evict, leave, evacuate, deport, quit
Example Sentence- People from different countries want to immigrate to the
USA for a better lifestyle.

92) Emigrate- (verb)

Hindi Meaning- वदे श यगना
English Meaning- Leaving your own country to live in another country.
Synonyms- migrate, leave, transmigrate, immigrate, relocate, escape, resettle
Antonyms- immigrate, remain, abandon, transmigrate, resettle
Example Sentence- Many Mexicans illegally immigrate into the USA from
Mexico, which is a severe issue in the USA.

93) Turmoil- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- उथल-पुथल, शोरगुल
English Meaning- a state of great disturbance.
Synonyms- disturbance, tumult, disorder, mess, chaos, agitation, fuss
Antonyms- peace, harmony, calmness, peacefulness, discipline, quietness
Example Sentence- During the election, it is a challenging task for the police to
curb any turmoil in the city.

94) Vigilant- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- जाग क, चौक ा, सावधान
English Meaning- keeping careful watch.
Synonyms- attentive, watchful, observant, guarded, cautious, heedful, awake
Antonyms- unaware, careless, negligent, heedless, oblivious
Example Sentence- During the festive season, security agencies keep special
vigilance on the unsocial elements.

95) Bystander- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- दशक, तमाशाई
English Meaning- a person who is present at an event but does not take part.
Synonyms- spectator, eyewitness, onlooker, watcher, viewer, audience
Antonyms- participator, contributor, entrant, nominee, performer
Example Sentence- Police took help from the bystanders to settle the case.
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96) Belligerent- (adjective)

Hindi Meaning- लड़ाकू
English Meaning- hostile and aggressive.
Synonyms- hostile, warlike, aggressive, militant, combative, fighter, offensive
Antonyms- friendly, kindly, pleasant, gracious, defensive, benevolent
Example Sentence- The belligerent countries are having difficulties funding
the war.

97) Pivot- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- धान आधार, क ब
English Meaning- the central point.
Synonyms- hub, midpoint, centre, wheel, revolve, axis, axle, middle
Antonyms- edge, outskirt, perimeter, border, contour
Example Sentence- His marketing strategy became the pivot of the company’s
policy.

98) Liberty- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- वतं ता, आजाद , रहाई
English Meaning- the state of being free.
Synonyms- licenses, freedoms, choices, exemptions, permissions, amnesties
Antonyms- dependence, captivity, restraint, limitation, slavery, suppression
Example Sentence- People who were fighting for liberty are going to organise
a movement against the government.

99) Introspection- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- आ ममंथन
English Meaning- observation of one’s mental processes.
Synonyms- thought, contemplation, rumination, meditation, soul-searching
Antonyms- extrovert, sociable, gregarious
Example Sentence- We should take some time daily to introspect for a
peaceful life.

100) Statecraft- (noun)

Hindi Meaning- शासन कला
English Meaning- the skilful management of state affairs
Synonyms- politics, policy, king-craft, government, statesmanship, diplomacy
Antonyms- incivility, irresponsible, incompetence
Example Sentence- Sri Atal Bihari Vajpayee was known for his statecraft.
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